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What is “microwave”? 
 
The term “microwave” is not a scientifically defined unit.  Different sources 
define different ranges as microwaves.  The ARRL defines it as the range of 
frequencies from 900 MHz to 300 GHz.  If you search on Google you will find a 
definition of between 1 meter and 1 millimeter wavelength which would be 
from 300 MHz to 300 GHz.  Another common definition in radio frequency 
engineering is the range between 1 and 100 GHz (wavelengths between 0.3 m 
and 3 mm). 

 
Most hams consider anything from 900 MHz up to infrared (300 GHz) as 
“microwave”.  



    



Why Operate Microwaves? 
 

 “Because they are there” 

 Smaller antennas for the same gain  

 Challenge of building your own radio 

 Challenge of working DX 

 “Use it or lose it” 

 Portable operation 

 Extra points in contests 

 Short haul high capacity data links 

 Experimentation 
 



  



Microwave Group Projects 
 
Review:  A transverter is conceptually a very simple device 
 

 
 
 
  



Our first project was building 10 GHz transverters based on W1GHZ boards  
http://www.w1ghz.org/MBT/Simple_and_Cheap_Transverter_for_10_GHz.pdf 
Here is a picture of mine (I recently added a DEMI preamp and a 200 mW 
amplifier).  It can lock an internal or an external Local Oscillator. 

  

http://www.w1ghz.org/MBT/Simple_and_Cheap_Transverter_for_10_GHz.pdf


Another project was building W6PQL 1296 amplifiers from 
scratch.   Which included etching Duroid PC Boards with a 
homebrew light box using UV LEDs (by AG6QV Frank)… 
 

 

 

 



A Current Project 
 
A number of our group purchased 122 GHz Transverter boards. 
Why 122 GHz?  See the W1MBA Microwave Group to the message below… 
 

From: MIKE LAVELLE (K6ML) <miclevel@comcast.net> on W1MBA Microwave 

Reflector 9/17/2019 

 

    FYI, Andrew (VK3CV) has just published (in DUBUS magazine) a 

second 122 GHz radio design based on a Silicon Radar chip 

(https://siliconradar.com/products/#120ghz-radar-chips). Tim 

(VK2XAX) is organizing a group buy of assembled PCBs and machined 

horns based on Andrew's design. 

 

    The RF specs are half a milliwatt power out, 11 dB NF and 

separate in-package Tx and Rx antennas.  122 GHz propagation is not 

easy; it's very highly dependent on water vapor and oxygen 

absorption loss (about 1 to 2 S-units extra loss for each 10km of 

path length at typical humidity and sea level, see WA1ZMS's mmwave 

loss charts at www.wa1mba.org).   The way to get DX on this band is 

to operate at an extremely low dew point and high elevations, to 

reduce H2O and O2 losses, and on a LOS (Line Of Sight) path. 

 

mailto:miclevel@comcast.net
https://siliconradar.com/products/#120ghz-radar-chips
http://www.wa1mba.org/


 
Note: all of the high frequency RF is on the chip.  The interface to the outside world is at 122500 MHz divided by 
64 or at 1914.06875 MHz which is supplied by an ADF4153 synthesizer chip.  



  



Items From VK2XAX 
 

 
 



 
The Real World 

 



 
  



The Rest of the Story 

 



 



 

 
Derived from page 7-55 and 7-56 of ARRL UHF/Microwave Experimenter’s Manual.  
Horn/Dish Level equals SigLevel is predicted path distance at 50%RH Sea Level. 



Gain - One solution (13 dB gain over 21 dB gain conical horn).  Beamwidth 2.3 degrees. 
 

 



Another choice - A Parabolic Dish

 



What about dish surface error? 
 
I posted this question to the 122GHz reflector and received this response: 
 
On 9/14/2022 11:52 PM, Mike Lavelle K6ML wrote: 
Using a satellite dish at 122 GHz definitely works.   
 
I've been using 24" Winegard satellite dishes designed got 11 GHz DBS service, with QSOs up to the 
current DX record (139 km). 
 
Andrew, VK3CV, designer of the boards that you all have, also used 24" dishes for his QSOs on 122 
and 134.  IIRC he made ~60 km or more with them.    
 
We did SNR measurments with SDRs on 7/15/25/40/80/139 km paths and calculated expected path loss 
& system budget.  
I also did antenna pattern/beamwidth measurements on a 15 km path.   
 
Here are links to some of my earlier posts to this group about estimating the dish gain: 
https://groups.io/g/The122GProject/message/477   system gain budget/dish gain estimate and why it's 
hard to say exact gain  
https://groups.io/g/The122GProject/message/452   data sheet for the dish I use 
https://groups.io/g/The122GProject/message/488  
 
I am seeing 0.3-0.4 degree beamwidth, which implies ~50 dBi gain.   The SNR vs path loss 
measurements support an estimate of about 45 dBi gain.  An 18" dish would be a couple of dB lower.    
 

https://groups.io/g/The122GProject/message/477
https://groups.io/g/The122GProject/message/452
https://groups.io/g/The122GProject/message/488


 



 



Testing 
We have found several places where we could try several 
miles as a beginning.  Here is one at the South end of Lake 
Washington. 

 



Some Pictures of Our Gear 
 

 
Frank AG6QV inspecting his dish versus my dish 





 



Future Plans 
 

 We need to find a good place to align the feeds for the 
dishes.  Dish Far Field is about 171 meters (561 feet). 
 

 I suspect we will have to modify the gear to improve our 
pointing ability – half a degree is really tight.  Note the size 
of the moon is about half a degree from Earth. 
 

 We plan on working on other projects as well.  10 GHz 
power amps.  Experimenting with HackOne RF SDR. 
Microwave Moonbounce?  On 1296? On 10 GHz? 
 

 Interest in trying longer paths on 10 GHz.  Spokane to 
Central Oregon?  PNW to California?   
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